In summary, TRIO is best suited to the specification "in-the-small,"
that is, to the description of relatively simple systems via formulas of the length of a few lines. In the description of large, complex systems [Cohen et al. 1986 ], however, one often needs to structure the specification into modular, independent, and reusable parts.
In such a case, beyond formality, executability, rigor, and absence of ambiguity, other language features become important, such as the ability to structure the specifications into modules, to define naming scopes, to produce specifications by an incremental, top-down process, and to attribute a separate level of formality and detail to each portion of the specification [Mili et al. 1989] . These issues are similar to those arising in the production of large programs, an activity that is usually called "programming-in-the-large" [DeRemer and Kron 1976] . Hence, we may refer to the process of producing specifications of complex systems as specifying-in-thelarge.
To support specification-in-the-large, we enriched TRIO with concepts and where k = i -S,( p).
For formulas, S; returns true and false and is defined as follows: (7) (4) and (8) The plant thus generates energy following a daily production program, which specifies the programmed minimum width (i.e., the minimum power to be produced) of the unit for every hour of the day. The daily program also specifies when the plant must start or stop production.
Only one start and one stop per day are possible. The regulator can read the width of the unit and can control it by sending the power station two commands: increase power and decrease power. The regulator starts or stops the unit when such an action is specified by the daily program, sending a command open or close to the gate connecting the power unit to the pipe. The regulator must satisfy the power production constraints of the daily program; it must regulate plant production so that the level of the reservoir at the stop of the plant is below 10 percent of the maximum level, to maximize the total generated energy. For each hour of the day, the regulator considers the values prescribed by the daily program and sends the necessary commands to the power station. The regulator also asynchronously monitors the reservoir, to ensure that its level is below 90 percent of the maximum. To satisfy such constraints, the regulator is also allowed to open the output channel of the reservoir, in order to empty the reservoir very quickly. Such an action wastes potential energy that could be used to produce more electric energy. Thus, the opening of the reservoir can be executed only in emergency situations, that is, if the level is above 80 percent of the maximum level or if it is increasing more than 20 percent an hour.
The clock provides a global time to the regulator. In fact, power regulation activities depend on absolute time. The clock can receive an external command set clock, which communicates a new absolute time, for instance, to neutralize the drift of the clock. The drift itself must not exceed 10-4 times the length of the period elapsed from the last set clock operation. Notice that the absolute clock is a part of the plant; thus, its presence does not conflict with our use of a relative-time temporal logic specification language. The description of power stations is reported in Section 3.3, and that of reservoirs is presented in Section 3.5.
Our final purpose is to specify the regulator, a typical embedded system. The remaining parts of the plant specification may be considered as a set of assumptions on the environment where the regulator operates. We try to make the specification of the regulator as general and abstract as possible, without biasing toward any particular control strategy, thus avoiding the placement of unmotivated early constraints on its implementation. On the contrary, the description of the environment is given in full detail and is intended to specify its relevant physical features completely. We provide the specification in an incremental, top-down falshion. The TRIO+ global picture of the power plant is given in Figure  11 .
The class pondagePowerPlant is generic with respect to the type of the generator unit in the station, and the type and number of the sensors in the reservoir. This is useful because these features may vary from plant to plant. We use the previously specified class reservoir (see Section 3.5), and the classes station, regulator, clock, and dailyProgram, to be provided subsequently.
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